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POETS’ CORNER

Mr Crisp writes:
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I have had the pleasure of teaching
some Year 7 English classes over the
past few weeks. The pupils recently
wrote me some top class poetry that
I wanted to share with you. Their
tasks were to write some Haiku
and Cinquain poems or to capture
the essence of one of their friends
using a mixture of metaphors and
similes. We have poems from Alex
Smith, Freya Fawcett, Georgina
Harris, George Seear, Eloise Kershaw,
Imogen Kendall, Coral Anderson,
Ross Neill, Logan Robinson, Alice
Markham, Isabella Carnegie, Ava
Riley, and Grace Duncan.
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Spotlight on Art
Miss Burrows shared this excellent work from
her Year 8 pupils as they pay tribute to famous
artists, Lichtenstein and Warhol.

Evie Dobson

Martin Hines

Antoinette Van Greuning
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Alice Parkinson
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Lincoln Mahoney

Harriet Shaw

Eve Donarski

Freya Stride
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Hazel Neal-Cainer

Queeva Whelan

Isabel Jones

Katie Twigg

Mysti-Rae Harland
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Woldgate Equestrian Team Update
Recently the Woldgate Equestrian team
were out competing again. We were
attending show jumping championship
qualifiers at Northallerton Equestrian
Centre. We were pleased to be able to
welcome three new members to the
competition squad: Lewis F, Brodie P
and Isla M. All three did exceptionally
well on their competition debut.
Lewis achieved two clear rounds as an
individual rider.

November.

The 70cm team of Brodie P, Isla M, Hugo S and Astrid C all
achieved clear rounds and won their class, earning another
qualification place at the National Championships in

All riders acquitted themselves really well in classes of over
100 entries with all team members completing scoring
rounds in both classes. Lucy C came 4th overall in the 75cm

www.woldgate.net
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With the addition of Hannah J, Lucy C and Lucy J we also
had teams in the 80cm and 90cm classes and an individual in
the 100cm class. All riders acquitted themselves admirably
with the teams finishing 6th and 5th.
The National Eventers Challenge competition took place
on 28th-31st May at the All England Show jumping course
at Hickstead in West Sussex. Woldgate were represented
by four riders: Astrid C, Aimee P, Hugo S and Lucy C. They
competed in two different classes, the 75 cm Mini and 85
cm Novice Championships.
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class, but as it was a team competition, there were no
prizes for individual placings. The team managed mid table
placings in both classes which is a big achievement at this
level of national competition.
In addition to the Eventers Challenge Championships
the Woldgate team have also qualified for the National
Championships in Dressage, Show Jumping and Eventing to
be held later in the year.
The Dressage team of Lucy J, Lucy C and Hannah J produced
excellent scores to win the qualifying competition at the
beginning of April.

Of great merit,
character and value

Nationals. Well done to all who competed, Queeva W, Hugo
S, Astrid C, Hannah J, Lucy C, Loren B, Aimee P and Lucy J.
On the 25th April four riders competed in the One Day
Event qualifier as individual riders with Loren B winning her
class and Hannah J coming second securing their places for
yet another National Championship later in the year.
We now have 15 riders regularly attending training sessions
and are looking forward to attending more competitions
over the next few months.

At the Show Jumping qualifier at Bishop Burton College
on 18th April, we had 8 riders competing across 4 different
height classes. The 80cm teams were placed 2nd and 3rd
and the 90cm team also came 2nd securing our places at the
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Keeping the arts alive!
Mr Schofield writes:
This year, has been quite a challenge for us all, and it
presented quite a few logistical problems for us in Music, as
we had to minimise our practical work quite considerably,
including our extensive extra-curricular program. One of the
things we also usually offer to our pupils is the opportunity
to experience live music performances.
As with many schools, our usual trips and activities have had
to be abandoned this year, however, we have managed to
find an alternative solution to allow us to celebrate the end
of a difficult year for staff and pupils alike.

for all ages! Featuring everyone’s favourite dynamic duo,
Wallace and Gromit, for a screening of The Wrong Trousers
with live orchestra. Alongside a special introduction
featuring classic Aardman film clips - including Shaun the
Sheep - and accompanied by classical and popular music,
watch as Wallace prepares to perform his Musical Marvel,
My Concerto in Ee Lad with help from his faithful canine
companion, Gromit… what could possibly go wrong?
Pupils in Year 7 and Year 8 will watch the concert in their
final Music lesson and although nothing can ever beat ‘live’
music, this is the next best thing!

Schooltime Showtime is an award-winning programme,
offering a streamable version of Wallace & Gromit: In
Concert, a show created in partnership with the worldfamous animation studio, Aardman Animations. With bonus
material - including exclusive model making and animation
instructional video content from Aardman.
The show features a cracking orchestral show suitable
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Reading over the
Summer
All pupils in Key Stage 3 are part of the Accelerated Reader programme, an online scheme that encourages pupils to read and
take fun quizzes on books that are appropriate to their reading age.
To encourage reading over the Summer holidays, Accelerated Reader has launched MyOn. This is a free online library of over
6000 books. You can read the books on any device that has Internet access.
To logon, go to myon.co.uk/school/keepreadingsummer2021 and enter your login information. The information is the same
for everyone:
•

Username: Woldgate

•

Password: Woldgate1

Click on the Sign In button, select a book, and start reading!
We hope that you and your child enjoy using MyOn! If you have any questions, please email kmcmurdo@woldgate.net.
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Executive
Headteacher’s Welcome

As we approach the end of the academic year I would like to thank our fabulous
parents, children and especially my colleagues. This has been an academic year like
no other, but next week we will focus on the positives and celebrate the tremendous
work of our children as we review all of their many achievements.
In September our school will no longer operate with bubbles, following the changes to the national guidance, but will move
to children mixing across our community. Allowing children to create new friendships, working within our specialist facilities
and providing everyone with access to a wealth of enrichment opportunities. I am excited by our plans for the academic year
ahead, as like most, focusing once again on the positives, we have seen the benefits of many of the ways we have organised
our timetable. The intervention we have provided to individuals, how we can supplement our in-school learning with remote
tuition and the benefits to parents of the online Parents’ Evenings. We have also listened to feedback and children will see
shorter lessons, additional breaktimes and an enrichment offer like no other school.
I am looking forward to being able to spend many hours working with our children in their lessons, supporting, teaching
and ultimately thoroughly enjoying watching those exceptional classroom teachers who make learning an absolute joy for
our children, come September, hopefully free from track and trace. As well as looking at books and seeing the content and
learning of each child as they progress through the year.
As previously mentioned, we will also in September be continuing our focus on reading and numeracy with our children, as
well as the whole curriculum, as we respond to the needs of our pupils and Sixth Form students, so we can ensure that those
areas where our children’s knowledge is not secure, are revisited and to make sure they can make strong progress. Our one
to one interviews which started recently with Year 10 will be provided for every child in school, so that as the academic year
progresses, we can refine our understanding of your child’s knowledge and organise intervention as needed. We also, post
Covid-19, want to ensure through our tutors and pastoral care we can support children as they transition back to the routines
of a ‘normal’ school.
Cont. Over
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I have also this academic year, through our food parcels and support to families, seen the impact of the pandemic upon
our families. I know for many families and children this pandemic will leave a legacy. While some families continue to still
worry about employment and family income, as a school, we will be working hard to support those families, to maintain
relationships and to help children in need.
As already mentioned, next week we will be collating the stories from the academic year, so this is my final piece for this
academic year. I would, therefore, in addition to offering my gratitude to our children, families and colleagues, also like
to thank those who working with Public Health and the NHS Track and Trace service having undertaken the process every
weekend and holiday since March - following up on every positive case in school. Although their work has not been popular, it
has been a privilege to support Public Health England and the NHS throughout this time.
I would also like to thank Mr Davies who kindly offered during the pandemic to become the Head of School, working
alongside myself to provide additional capacity and support throughout what has been an extremely challenging time for
Woldgate School, our sister school in Beverley, Stamford Bridge, Melbourne and Pocklington Junior School. His hard work,
dedication and relentless energy has helped keep our community safe and ensured our children even in the midst of all of
the national disruption, could continue to access education. He will now return to his passion, as Head of Curriculum and
Achievement, focusing on ensuring all of our children and colleagues continue to invest our energies in our learning and
teaching, so no child is left disadvantaged by the pandemic. Thank you Mr Davies
Finally, I would like to wish you the very best for the weeks ahead - I look forward to seeing our Year 11 and 13 in the
holidays when they collect their results. I will also be writing to parents in August (once we have final confirmation from the
Department of Education) to share the arrangements for the start of term.
Do have a great weekend.
Mr J Britton
Executive Headteacher
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Key Dates
Summer Term 2021

Head
of School

Monday 7 June Friday 23 July.

Staff Training Days
Monday 26 July 2021

School Year 2021/2022
Autumn Term 2021

I would like to end the
academic year with my
heartfelt thanks to the
entire school community
for their support and
perseverance during this
difficult year.
We will be writing to you in due
course with the arrangements for our
first days back but it is likely based
on the latest guidance that we will
be offering in-school testing once
again once children return from their
break. If approved, this is therefore
likely to involve a staggered start
to year groups with Year 7 and 12
being offered a chance to come into
school earlier to undertake transition
work and tours that were not sadly
possible during this academic year.
We will also make use of the letter
to provide reminders about uniform
- I know that many families will be
buying new school shoes and other
items during the summer break - and
to outline changes to our routines
for the new academic year. There

www.woldgate.net

Wednesday 8 September Friday 22 October
will be, as you will be aware from
our previous communications, a
staggered lunchtime to create two
different day structures - one for
Lower School and another for Upper
School. The benefits are now obvious
both in school and nationally of
allowing children to play and socialise
with children of a similar age rather
than them mixing with older children
too quickly. We are also a larger
school as we once again saw record
numbers of applications this year
and so the staggered lunchtimes will
also help to ensure pupils can enjoy
our facilities and open space in the
company of their own year group.
For Years 7 to 9, an earlier lunch
sitting, combined with two
breaktimes, will allow more frequent,
regular breaks throughout the course
of the day. Each lesson will be one
hour. Children will have breaktime
at 10:50am to 11:10am, lunchtime
from 12:10pm to 12:50pm and an
additional break at 1:50pm until
2:00pm.

@Woldgate
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Monday 1 November Friday 17 December

Spring Term 2022
Tuesday 4 January Thursday 17 February
Monday 28 February Friday 8 April

Summer Term 2022
Monday 25 April Friday 27 May
Bank Holiday Monday 2 May
Monday 6 June Friday 22 July

Staff Training Days
Monday 6 September 2021
Tuesday 7 September 2021
Friday 18 February 2022
Monday 25 July 2022
One more training day
to be allocated
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For Years 10 and 11, the later lunch sitting will overlap
with the whole school afternoon break to allow a more
substantial period for lunch and activities. Children in Upper
School will therefore have a breaktime from 10:50am to
11:10am and a lunch from 1:10pm to 2:00pm.
The day will finish at 3pm on Monday, Wednesday
(dependent upon enrichment) and Friday. On Tuesday
and Thursday the day will finish at 4pm. No child will have
more than two consecutive lessons without a break. These
staggered finishes are to provide time for two extended
registration periods. The first extended tutor period will
focus on children’s wellbeing and STARS. Children attend an
assembly linked to the lesson topic and, in the classroom,
the child will be taught the STARS curriculum by their tutor.
This extended time will cover the whole STARS curriculum,
including work on equality, mental health and careers.
The second period will focus on helping children read and
undertake basic numeracy in Lower School and provide
time for colleagues in Upper School to provide subject
intervention. Every colleague in school will be available to
support in these intervention periods and we are excited
to be able to offer small group tuition to more pupils and
students than even before - certainly in excess of what
would normally be possible at a state school. We look

www.woldgate.net
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forward to being able to further provide support to children
- further ensuring that every child is known and cared for as
an individual.
I would like to end the academic year with my heartfelt
thanks to the entire school community for their support
and perseverance during this difficult year. There have been
so many aspects of the year in which we have had to take
actions counter to our ethos and priorities - the cancellation
of school visits, the temporary suspension of face-to-face
teaching, and the limitations placed on our site and routines
- but we have taken them for the safety of our community.
We would like to thank you for support in these steps and
hope to usher in a new academic year that will allow us to
take great pleasure in offering the opportunities we have so
badly missed.
As school resumes normal operations, I look forward
to returning as Deputy Headteacher for curriculum and
achievement - and would like to thank you one more time
for your support during this challenging year.
Best wishes to you and family,
Mr G Davies
Head of School

WoldgateSchool
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Care Imagine Believe Strive Achieve
www.melbourneprimary.org.uk
admin@mcps.org.uk

Main Street
Melbourne
York
YO42 4QE
Tel: 01759
318369

Melbourne Primary School is part of the Wolds Learning Partnership. The Local Governing
Body at Melbourne Primary School has a vacancy for a Governor – at this time we are not
looking to recruit parent governors as all parent governor vacancies are full.

Governors play a key role in the school. Working as a team to provide support and challenge
and influencing strategies. We are hoping that members of the community will nominate
themselves or others and help us by contributing ideas and influencing decision making.
Outlines of procedures for nominations are set out below but please feel free to contact me
directly to talk informally about being a School Governor.
The Local Governing Body is made up of parents, teachers and other members of the

community. Twice per term the Governing Body meets to support the work of the school, and
together with the Head of School is responsible for making sure that the school provides a
good standard of education for pupils.
If you would like to become a Governor please contact me using the following email
address: kfoxton@mcps.org.uk
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Lower School

Ms Minton writes:
Our Year 7 and Year 8 teaching areas have been transformed this week
with the artistic masterpieces produced by our Lower School community
as part of their Art schemes of learning this year- don’t they look incredible?! They
really are works of great merit and a huge thank you to Miss Burrows for displaying
them so beautifully for us.
As we come to the end of a challenging but still highly successful academic year, I along with all the Lower School staff are
so grateful for the ongoing parental support we have received. The stable home, school support network we have offered
to our pupils is reflected in the wonderful work produced across all subject areas and incredible achievements pupils have
obtained this year. It will give me great pleasure to celebrate these achievements with both Year 7 and Year 8 via our virtual
assembly on the last day
of term. I wish all Lower
School pupils and their
families a safe and happy
summer and hope it
offers a chance to relax
and recharge.
Take care everyone and
I look forward to seeing
you in September!
Ms A Minton
Head of Lower School
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Year 6 Transition Update:

Year 7 Transition Day: 8th September

Uniform
All orders for school uniform must be placed by
Wednesday 21st July 2021 at the latest, if you have
not already done so. Please note that ties must also
be ordered before the end of term; your child’s tie will
then be given to them in September when their House
is confirmed. Details of how to order uniform were
included in the transition packs sent out in the post.
Please contact our School Office if you require further
information.

www.woldgate.net
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We are committed to making your child feel supported
and cared for as they make the transition to Woldgate
School. We will therefore be providing a dedicated
Transition Day for our new pupils on Wednesday 8th
September. This day will be a special opportunity for
your child to be introduced to and spend time with
their form group and Form Tutor; a chance to make new
friends and be introduced to our staff. It will also be a
day where pupils will be shown around the school site as
well as understanding their new timetable before other
year groups return to school. We hope this will help
pupils feel more at ease about September and that this
reassurance along with the wealth of resources on the
transition website will help them feel confident.

WoldgateSchool
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Upper
School

Mrs Atkinson writes:
As we come to the end
of this school year, we will
all have some stories to tell in
years to come. On behalf of all the staff,
I would like to thank you all for being
supportive of each other and for trying
hard in your lessons, even on those days
when it has been difficult. I know that
for me, being in school brought a sense
of normality and belonging. We had the
opportunity to be with friends and in
classrooms where we could share our
ideas and work as part of a team.
When so many children around the world have still not
had the opportunity to return to face-to-face teaching,
we have been able to do so and because of this, you have
accomplished so much. We have rebuilt that sense of
community and re-established the relationships with your
peers and staff. It is such a pleasure for us to see your hard
work in classrooms, but also, to see you enjoy our beautiful
fields at lunchtime. When you sit to have a picnic, kick or
throw a ball, lie on the grass to catch the sun, or just enjoy
the moments with your friendship groups, that feeling of
togetherness and sense of belonging to our team, brings
me much pride and joy.
I would like to thank you, your families and the staff for
their support and wish that you all have a wonderful

summer with your loved ones. Please stay safe and come
back in September, prepared to face new challenges with a
positive mindset, to become highly successful learners and
to aspire to achieve your very best, with the knowledge that
we will be here to support you with this.
To our Year 11s, we hope that you are all keeping well and
that you have a lovely summer break. We wish you the very
best outcomes in your GCSEs and in the preparations for the
next steps in your learning. Well done to those of you who
have started your Apprenticeships and we look forward to
welcoming back those of you who have chosen to return to
the Sixth Form.
A message for Year 10 pupils - We are hoping to
invite families into school on Week 3 to our first Parent
Information Evening. Please mark this on your calendars;
more information to follow.
To support with your child’s summer learning, they will be
provided with a summer revision pack which include, as
well as a hard back A4 notebook for notes, key materials
such a post-it notes, highlighters and pens. They will be
expected to return with this in September to evidence the
work completed. We will also send their Post Mock Summer
Revision Plan that was completed at their interview with a
member of SLT. To support with this, they can find examples
of what is available on GCSEPod, as well as information on
websites such as mymaths and corbettmaths.com. Please
remember that any work that is completed will serve to
bridge gaps in knowledge and to further prepare them
for summer exams next year. Pupils have
Cont. Over
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committed to 5/6 hours a week. They know the importance of getting the balance right as we know how precious the time
with loved ones is!
Year 9s - You can also use GCSEPod to prepare you for your new GCSEs and to consolidate work done in the last year. You are
new to GCSEPod, but you can use your MyLearning log in to access it or just register as a new user. Please let us know if you need
support with this.

The Maths department, along with any revision guides and lessons on MyLearning, they also recommend the following
websites for summer revision. Please look at the recommendations given in your Mock Exam and work on the topics in which
you were least confident. Year 9s can also access these sites for consolidation of work already done.

Ms Parker writes that corbettmaths.com is a great website for maths revision. There are nearly 400 videos explaining how to
do each of the GCSE curriculum objectives, then accompanying each of these videos is a huge bank of practice questions (with
answers)!
Also, if you want to do some retrieval practice at home, you can download a ‘5-a-day’ sheet any day of the year. This will give
you a random selection of 5 GCSE questions to try. These sheets are also separated into different target grade sheets, so you
can choose the one most appropriate for you.

“Do the best you can until you know better then when you know better,
do better”.
Maya Angelou
Cont. Over
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In a year when so many have lost so much
and our children have had to be courageous,
resilient and committed to their learning, many
have also used this time to show kindness
and great thought for others. Here is just one
example of great character shown by a kind,
caring and thoughtful young man:
I am Zachary and I have been growing my hair since
Year 7! At first it was because I liked to have long
hair but a couple of years ago, I was talking to my
leader Kath at my Forest Quest School where I work
and attend sessions on a Saturday.
Kath told me about The Little Princes Trust who are
always happy to receive donated hair as they make
wigs for children who suffer hair loss due to cancer.
So, I thought I would continue to grow my hair as
long as I could, then I would donate it to them.
The longest lengths of hair my hairdresser Lisa cut
off for me were 14.5 inches which was ideal for
sending to the Trust, as their minimum is 7 inches.
I am due to get a certificate for my donation but the
process is taking about eight weeks due to Covid 19
and quarantine, but I have been assured they will be
sending one to me as soon as they can.
I am really happy to think that I am helping
someone with hair loss and cancer, feel a bit better.
Zachary B Year 10
Mrs I Atkinson
Head of Upper School
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Sixth
Form

Mrs Lawson writes:
As we approach the end of term, I know that our Year 12 students are
looking forward to the summer break. All the staff at Woldgate wish
them a safe and enjoyable time.
Despite the challenges students have faced this year due to
the pandemic, there is much to celebrate and be proud of. It
has been a joy to get to know students in Year 12 - they have
demonstrated enormous resilience and good humour this
year. They have also made huge strides in their academic
progress, transitioning from GCSE to A Level and BTEC
qualifications and taking ownership over their performance.
They most certainly deserve a fantastic break.
The summer is also an opportunity to consolidate and
prepare for the next challenge in students’ educational
journey. Year 13 has its own unique set of challenges,
not least the requirement to be able to recall and apply
two years’ worth of study in their final exams. It would be
beneficial for students to take some time over the six weeks
of summer to look over their Year 12 work, perhaps creating
study resources such as flashcards to consolidate their
knowledge, and therefore be confident as they begin Year
13 that they are secure in their understanding.

options to ensure they arrive at the start of September with
clear decisions made about universities and courses, or the
alternative option they wish to pursue. This week students
have taken part in progression workshops and have also
been asked to produce a draft personal statement over the
summer ready to hand in to their form tutor in September.
Above all, I would encourage students to relax and find time
to do the things they enjoy the most over the summer, and
wish you all a lovely summer break.
Finally, I would like to congratulate the following students
on achieving the highest number of rewards in the Sixth
Form this year: Flo Fitzpatrick, Ffion Jones, Matilda Moorse,
Olivia McCrum, Isabella Aaltio, Jenny Courtney, Harry Guy,
Georgia Pratt, Luke Watson, Hannah Williams, Laura Cirstea,
James Cousins, Connor Brogan and Joe Slater.
Mrs K Lawson
Head of Sixth Form

Students should also be continuing to explore their future

@EYSixthForm

eysixthform
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Mrs Geary writes:
Whilst we are reaching
the final days of term, I
would like to reassure you
that a lot of work is going on behind
the scenes to prepare for September.
Inevitably, the effects of the virus have
meant that the usual transition events
have not taken place and we have
missed having Year 6 visitors in school
in July. Each year, we look forward to
getting to know our new pupils and to
helping them settle quickly into their
new school environment.
Nevertheless, we are doing everything we can to make
the step up to secondary school as smooth as possible. Ms
France and Ms Minton are speaking with SENCOs and Year
6 teachers about the new pupils. Often something which
may seem insignificant at first, such as where to go on the
first morning or where to wait for the buses, can create
huge anxiety and overshadow the excitement of joining
the new school. We hope to allay these fears through these
conversations.

help. We will have already put Learning Plans in place to
share with staff and know some of the challenges which
these pupils face.
Unlike at many junior schools, the Teaching Assistants work
in a slightly different way at secondary school: they work as
a team across the whole school. Sometimes they are linked
with a department because of their specialist knowledge
or experience, other times they are linked with a particular
class or group of pupils at the same time each week. Pupils
who receive additional support may get used to seeing a
variety of different faces throughout the week. However,
they also may be allocated a Teaching Assistant as a mentor
who will make time to check on in with them.
I would like to say a huge thank you to the amazing
Woldgate Teaching Assistants who have worked so hard in
very difficult circumstances over this last year. Often, they
have had to face unprecedented challenges and they have
contributed so much to the daily life of the school, often
going above and beyond.
We are not sure what September will bring, but we do know
that we will embrace the challenges and provide a caring
and supportive learning environment for all our pupils.
Have a lovely Summer break.

Pupils who are particularly vulnerable or who have
additional needs can find new starts extremely challenging,
so we will have our team of Teaching Assistants ready to

www.woldgate.net

@Woldgate

Mrs S Geary
Head of Inclusion
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Rewards
Acts of Great

Our school motto is ‘Everything you do should be worthy of great merit, character
and value’, and every day our pupils’ efforts, contributions and achievements are
recognised with rewards that reflect these values. Our pupils understand these
core values as being the foundation of successful learning, and a successful life,
and each of the rewards holds a special significance:

MERIT

291,899

CHARACTER

28,861

TOTAL
HOUSE
POINTS:

VALUE

17,465

70,640

House Points
Every pupil belongs to one of our five Houses, representing our local countryside. Pupils can be awarded House points for
exceptional contributions to school life, and for participating in House competitions and events, and all rewards contribute to
each House reward total:

House rewards since September:

76,102

73,482
78,366

83,222

www.woldgate.net

@Woldgate

85,667
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Acts of Great Merit

Acts of Great Value

The quality of being particularly good or worthy, especially
deserving of praise or reward. For example, the production
of an outstanding piece of classwork, home learning or an
outstanding assessment outcome.

The principles or standards of conduct we work to; those
acts and skills that are valued by our wider society. For
instance, the ability to demonstrate emotional intelligence,
to communicate effectively or be a leader of a team.

The pupils with the highest Great Merit awards this week
are:

The pupils with the highest Great Value awards this week
are:

Year 7:		

Harriet Oldroyd

Year 7:		

Charles Roxby

Year 8:		

Joshua Berger

Year 8:		

Samuel Kelly

Year 9:		

Elliott Stutt

Year 9:		

Chelsea Hall

Year 10:

Thomas Clark

Year 10:

Francesca Legge

Year 12:

Rebecca Rust

Year 12:

Rhys Rackham

Acts of Great Character
The moral qualities that define an individual. For example,
demonstrating kindness, offering support or actively
engaging with the wider community.
The pupils with the highest Great Character awards this
week are:
Year 7:		

Imogen Kendall

Year 8:		

Lewis Fennell

Year 9:		

Ellen Farmery

Year 10:

Jack McTigue

Year 12:

Laura Cirstea

www.woldgate.net

@Woldgate

Please discuss these values with
your child, and do regularly look at
your child’s rewards on the
ClassCharts Parents’ App.
Every week, our Newsletter
and weekly pupil briefing
highlights examples of our pupils
demonstrating each of these
values, and we encourage all of
our pupils to embody each of these
values in everything they do.
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Care and Achievement
Coordinators

Year 7

Year 8

Year 9

Mrs S Clark

Miss G Parkin

Mr M Elwers

07790 987139

07790 987137

07790 987131

sclark@woldgate.net

gparkin@woldgate.net

melwers@woldgate.net

Year 10

Year 11

Sixth Form

Miss S Black

Mrs C Wright

Mrs R Bourne

07790 987142

07790 987007

07790 987009

sblack@woldgate.net

cwright@woldgate.net

rbourne@woldgate.net
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